You will need the following tools for the
mounting of a Moduloo cabinet.

The most important parts of the frame of your cabinet. (intersection)

With a cabinet of 110 and 120 cm
wide, a metal strip is fixed on the back
from the wooden slat.

NB!
Lay a slatted frame without slots at the top separately for the top of the cabinet.

Assembly instructions
Don’t feel like or have the time to assemble yourself?
Then use our installation service.
Call 030-737 05 20 or email info@moduloo.nl
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Do you have a cabinet with cabinet-legs?

Then slide the feet (4 square wooden rods) into the corner profile.
Make the first frame by first placing
a side slat, then a rear slat, then the
front slat and finally the other side slat.
Then place the spacers, these determine
the height of the cabinet compartment

If you have a cabinet with adjustable feet, make sure that the pre-drilled hole is at the bottom.
Squeeze the profile slightly with pliers and then tap the wooden
leg up to the end of the profile.

Start with the first frame by clamping the slats next to each other in the corner profile.

Tilting the bar a little may help.

Be careful not to place the slats the wrong way round.
Use a wooden or rubber mallet if things get a little rough.

Do
you have
a cabinet with different
compartment heights?
Then pay attention to which size spacers
you are placing in what order.
Now slide the side panels and back panel
into the slots of the spacers.
Make sure that the panels are properly
seated, also in the horizontal slats.

Optional !
Place a slat without slots at an open compartment on the up side.
! (A cupboard compartment in which drawers are being to be
placed, also counts as an open cabinet compartment )

Do you have a cabinet with a high
compartment and large doors for hanging
clothes?
Then use the filler piece (C4).

Placing the doors.
TIP: Doors with round metal door handles are supplied with the
handles pre-attached.
Have you chosen Galvanized strips as door handle?
Or a lock on thedoor?
For attachment of the strips and locks, see the manual for
special options! (manual is included)

This piece replaces the front-slat

Install doors by inserting them into the top slot and
then into the bottom one.

C4

A little paraffin or candle wax on the
bottom of the door ensures that the
doors slide smoothly.

Tap the piece into the corner profile by means of a wooden block
if things go a bit rough.

Included is a rod and two rod holders.
(for a wardrobe)

Do you have a cupboard with
adjustable feet?
Before placing the shelves and doors,
press the supplied metal part of the set
screw into the pre-drilled hole of the
leg. Then screw the set screw into the
metal part.

Attach the rod holders on both sides
inside the cabinet using of the supplied
screws on the underside of the side slats.
(It is useful to drill a small hole beforehand.)

Placing the handles
(also reinforcing lath) of the clothing
doors.
These consist of a front and a rear door.
Place the handles on the doors as
indicated on the picture.

rear door
front door

2 CM
Place the wardrobe doors in the compartement
on the same way, as indicated at.

Do you want to link the cabinets together?
Drill into the side slats a hole in two places, wide
enough to insert a screw. Then screw the screw into
the slat of the cabinets you want to connect.
Make sure that the vertical corner profiles are neatly
next to standing together.

Don’t feel like or have the time to assemble yourself?
Then use our installation service.
Call 030-737 05 20 or email info@moduloo.nl

You will need the following tools when assembling a Moduloo drawer.

The main parts of the drawer.
H (2x)
E (2x)
F

I (2x)
G

J (2x)
D (2x)

Instruction manual
Moduloo Drawer

A - Front panel
B - Handle or knob (optional)
C - Connector (front with drawer side wall)
D - Drawer side
E - Connector (rear with side wall)
F - Back
G - Bottom shelf
H - Sidewall (for runners)
I - Conductor
J - Drawer side finish (plastic part)
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Slide the bottom shelf (G) into the sides (D).

Attach the Connector (E) to the back (F)

Now click the back wall (E and F) into the sides (D) of the drawer.

Een beetje kantelen kan eventueel helpen.

C (2x)

Attach the bottom shelf to the bottom
with the supplied screws.

( Bottom view of the drawer )

Attach the connector (C) to the front panel (A).

Mount the conductor (I) on the side wall (H).

And mount the handle or knobs on the front panel.
(optional)

Place the side wall against the side, on the inside of the cabinet .
(Use the already applied tape to the side wall of the drawer for this)

Snap the front panel (A) onto the sides of the drawer (D).

NOTE:

The drawer front protrudes 4 cm at the bottom.

4 CM

The drawer can now be placed on the runners.

The plastic part (J) for finishing can be placed on the side.

DISASSEMBLE
If necessary, the front panel can be disassembled
again as shown in the following figure.
There are adjustment screws on the side of the drawer that allow you to adjust
the position of the drawer and front panel.

The drawer can be removed from the sliders again by
lifting the lever on the side of the drawer and then pull
the tray out of the guide to shove.

Optional: Intermediate shelf.

Adjustable intermediate shelf

Intermediate shelf

Fixed height intermediate shelf

Platform with wheels

Cabinet to hang

Glass intermediate shelf

Manual Moduloo Cabinets
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Optional: Cabinet for hanging.

With a Moduloo cabinet to hang
two suspension profiles are included.

DE TAIL : Fastening
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These profiles must first be fixed on the
wall with the supplied plugs and screws.

Then hang the cabinet with the top rear
slat on the suspension profiles.
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For a hanging cabinet, the corner profiles
are supplied with screw holes.
Fix the screws!
With this, the corner profiles with the
slats are connected.

Optional: Cabinet on wheels.
NOTE: The plateau for the wheels has a front and a back!
At the front, the holes for the bolts are at 3 cm
from the side, at the back this is 2.5 cm.
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Attach the wheels to the platform with the supplied Bolts.
Two bolts and two nuts are included per wheel.
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Then place the cabinet on the plateau.
The bottom slats of the cabinet are placed over the nuts.
Pay attention to the front and backside of the plateau.
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3 CM
2,5 CM

Per plateau, there are two wheels
with a brake, and two wheels
without a brake.
The wheels with brakes are to be
placed at the front of the cabinet.

Optional: Galvanized strip as door handle.

Optional: lock on door.

The galvanized strip can be placed
on any type of sliding door, except on
glass.
Paste a piece of the supplied double
sided tape over the sliding door, there
where the strip is to be placed.
Make sure you have some of the tape
folded around the head side of the
door.
Attach the strip with the wide slot over
the door so that the double-sided tape
is between the door and the inside of
the strip.
Using the tape, the strip handle should
now be secured. Press or knock the
strip firmly over the door.

The lock consists of:
1. lock
2. a black rubber ring
3. a plastic mounting clip
The sliding door where the lock comes
in is recognizable by the hole (Ø 18mm)
on the top, intended for the lock.
This door is the outer door of the
subject. So place the inner sliding
door first , then the outer sliding door
with the hole at the top, such that the
lock is is in the middle of the cabinet
compartment.
Now place the lock in the hole with the
flat side on top.
! Make sure the rubber ring is on the
front of the door between the lock and
the door itself. (1)
Firmly press the lock into the hole and
then secure the lock with the plastic
fastening clip on the lock, on the
backside of the door. (2)
(1)

To open the lock:
Turn the key and pull the lock out.
The door can now be slided to open.
NB! The key can only be removed
from the lock when it is locked.

PAY ATTENTION:
The strip does not close
completely up to the top
and underside of the door.
At the top and underside
remains a part visible from
the door.
Make sure the strip-handle
is placed in the middle.

(2)

Closed

Open

(1) and (2) : Backside view of the door!

Don’t feel like or have the time to assemble yourself?
Then use our installation service.
Call 030-737 05 20 or email info@moduloo.nl

